Abstract Tectonic tremor can be used to constrain seismic wave attenuation for use in ground motion prediction equations in regions where moderately sized earthquakes occur infrequently. Here we quantify seismic wave attenuation by inverting tremor ground motion amplitudes in different frequency bands of interest, to determine frequency dependence of and spatial variations in seismic wave attenuation in Cascadia. Due to the density of tremor data, we are able to resolve along-strike variations in the attenuation parameter. We find that tectonic tremor exhibits the frequency dependence expected for attenuation, as determined from ground motion prediction equations developed from moderate-to-large magnitude earthquakes. This implies that attenuation along these paths is independent of the source mechanism. This study demonstrates that tectonic tremor can be used to provide insight into the physical factors responsible for attenuation and to refine estimates of attenuation for ground motion prediction, thus having important implications for hazard assessment and engineering seismology.
Introduction
Geologic and historical evidence indicates that the Cascadia Subduction Zone experienced a large (M w ≥8) megathrust earthquake in 1700 (Atwater, 1995; Satake et al., 1996 Satake et al., , 2003 . Its estimated several hundred year recurrence interval (Atwater et al., 2014; Goldfinger et al., 2012) heightens interest in understanding the seismic hazard in the Pacific Northwest. Hazard analyses employ ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs), which relate the ground motion at a site to source, path, and site parameters, determined empirically from earthquake ground motion data (e.g., Petersen et al., 2014) . The anelastic attenuation parameter in GMPEs describes the reduction in seismic wave amplitude along its path. Moderate to large (i.e., M w ∼ 3-8) earthquakes are typically used to constrain attenuation in GMPEs (e.g., Atkinson, 1995) ; however, the infrequent occurrence of intermediate-sized earthquakes in Cascadia limits the amount of data that can be used to determine attenuation.
individually as low-frequency earthquakes (LFEs) and as a whole referred to as tectonic tremor (Obara, 2002; Shelly et al., 2007) . In Cascadia, the coupled phenomenon, episodic tremor and slip (ETS), occurs periodically in ∼10-to 19-month recurrence intervals (Rogers & Dragert, 2003) . LFEs are inherently different from regular earthquakes because they are thought to originate from shear slip near the plate interface downdip of the seismogenic zone, have a characteristic frequency content of ∼1-10 Hz, and moment-duration scaling distinct from that of regular earthquakes (Bostock et al., 2015; Ide et al., 2007; Obara, 2002; Royer & Bostock, 2014; Shelly et al., 2007) . These earthquakes are called low frequency due to their depletion in high-frequency energy content. Yet their typical frequency range of several Hertz is considered high frequency (i.e., >1 Hz) in applications of ground motion modeling (e.g., Hanks & McGuire, 1981) . Recognizing that the predominant frequencies of 1-10 Hz in tremor are relevant to applications in earthquake engineering, Baltay and Beroza (2013) used tectonic tremor data in an inversion to solve for a single average anelastic attenuation parameter in Cascadia. Using the same method, Yabe et al. (2014) found that attenuation parameters vary between subduction zones worldwide and that the upper crust is more attenuating than the lower crust.
Several studies have estimated attenuation within the Cascadia forearc by means of the quality factor, Q. For example, Bostock et al. (2017) estimated Q for southern Vancouver Island based on saturation frequency estimates from intraslab and deeper crustal earthquakes (depth > 20 km; see their Figure 7 ), focusing on the effects of near-source attenuation in the tremor source region. They find a frequency-independent Q that is similar for crustal and intraslab events and a lower frequency-dependent Q for crustal events. Gomberg et al. (2012) analyzed spectral decay rates of small earthquakes in the Olympic Peninsula, allowing them to estimate a regionally averaged, frequency-independent shear wave quality factor Q s = 200. Fatehi and Hermann (2008) studied high-frequency (i.e., 0.16-25 Hz) ground motions in the Pacific Northwest and California, finding variations in attenuation relations between the two regions (reference is their Figure 1 ) using a frequency-dependent Q and distance-dependent geometrical spreading term.
Here we apply the method of Baltay and Beroza (2013) to tremor data from three different ETS episodes recorded in the Cascadia subduction zone to determine if and how the attenuation parameter varies spatially and with frequency. We use data filtered in varying bandwidths and compare our results with previous models of attenuation in GMPEs for Cascadia. We then solve for a spatially varying attenuation parameter and consider our results in context of the geologic setting of Cascadia.
Methods
Data are obtained and processed according to Baltay and Beroza (2013) . We select three ETS episodes in 2009, 2012, and 2015-2016 to maximize the spatial distribution of events along strike (Figure 1 ). Individual tremor (LFE) epicenters and times are obtained from the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network online tremor catalog (Wech & Creager, 2008) . Ground motion data are requested from the IRIS Data Management Center. Tremor data are 1-min continuous velocity waveforms recorded on each horizontal and vertical components of Plate Boundary Observatory borehole stations, corrected for instrument response. We use the Plate Boundary Observatory network only to ensure consistency throughout the study and because the borehole stations have a high signal-to-noise ratio. Velocity data are differentiated to acceleration and filtered in the 1-to 10-Hz frequency band, the predominant range of radiated energy from tremor (Bostock et al., 2015; Obara, 2002; Rogers & Dragert, 2003) . Next, we take the peak amplitude over each 1-min window to define the peak-ground acceleration (PGA) used in the inversion. As tremor is considered to originate at the subducting plate interface (Brown et al., 2009; Shelly et al., 2006) , we estimate hypocentral depths for individual LFEs using the McCrory et al. (2012) Juan de Fuca slab model (Figure 1) . Additionally, daytime amplitudes are consistently larger than those at night (Figure 2a) , likely due to anthropogenic noise. Therefore, we limit our data set to a 7-hr nighttime window (20:00-03:00 PST), consistent with Baltay and Beroza (2013) . With PGA amplitudes on the scale of ∼ 1 × 10 −6 g, many records are near, or even below, common noise levels at large distances. We further limit our data set to the top 10% of events with the largest amplitudes. Finally, both Yabe et al. (2014) and Baltay and Beroza (2013) find that the determined attenuation is dependent on the hypocentral distance of recordings used, in that recordings at farther distances saturate at the noise floor. Thus, use of farther events yields a smaller attenuation value. A stable solution was found by including distances ≤ 150 km; therefore, to be consistent with their methods, we employ the same hypocentral distance threshold.
Following the inversion scheme of Baltay & Beroza, (2013;  see supporting information Text S1), we first determine a path-averaged anelastic attenuation parameter for the entire data set (Figure 2b ). We model ground motion using a basic GMPE, describing the PGA A ij from each event i at station j as a combination of its initial amplitude A i0 , geometric spreading 1∕R ij , a site term S j , and anelastic attenuation (equation (1)):
The anelastic attenuation parameter is defined as C2 ≡ f Q (e.g., Abrahamson et al., 2014) , where f is frequency, is the shear wave velocity, and Q the quality factor. We note that we fix geometrical spreading in equation (1) to be R −1 ; however, empirically derived ground motion attenuation models often find exponents other than −1 (e.g., Abrahamson et al., 2014; Atkinson & Mereu, 1992; Fatehi & Hermann, 2008) . In solving for attenuation there is a strong trade-off between geometrical spreading and anelastic attenuation terms, where a larger geometrical spreading term, such as R −1.3 , would imply a smaller attenuation term.
We begin by taking the natural log of equation (1) and define relative magnitude terms C1 i ≡ lnA i0 . To alleviate the need to solve for an initial amplitude A i0 directly, we compare recorded amplitudes from each event for each station pair. In doing so, the common initial amplitude term is temporarily eliminated and we can Shen et al., 2013) . PGA = peak-ground acceleration.
determine an initial estimate of C2 as the least squares solution. We then use the preliminary C2 to solve for the relative magnitude terms C1 i and site terms S j , which are kept in natural log form. Finally, we solve again for C2 using all previously determined parameters and take the sample median (equation (2) and Figure 2b ).
PGA attenuation for the final data set, corrected for C1 i and site terms S j , is plotted in Figure 2c , according to equation (3):
PGA amplitudes for the 2012 ETS episode (Figure 2a ) are overall slightly larger than those in 2009 and 2015-2016. However, because we correct for relative magnitude terms (C1) in the inversion, the attenuation (Atkinson, 1995; Atkinson & Boore, 1997; Fatehi & Hermann, 2008) . Cross and green circles denote frequency bands and associated ranges of Q and the middle value, respectively. Whereas Atkinson and Boore (1997) do not differentiate between intraslab and crustal earthquakes in their analysis (yellow line), Atkinson (1995) found attenuation relations for shallow crustal earthquakes (depth < 10 km; red line) and lower crustal and intraslab earthquakes (20 < depth < 30 km; blue line). Fatehi and Hermann (2008) used crustal earthquakes of magnitude ≥ 3 (purple line).
term does not vary significantly between ETS episodes of different estimated seismic moment.
To explore the relationship of attenuation and frequency in tremor, we refilter our data set in 1-to 3-Hz, 2-to 6-Hz, and 3-to 9-Hz frequency bands (equal bandwidths in log-space) and reprocess the PGA data as described above. We repeat the inversion for C2 to solve for the attenuation parameter in each frequency band.
To test spatial variation of the attenuation parameter, we grid the Cascadia margin in 1-square-degree latitude by longitude cells and compute raypaths for each station-event pair. Data for the events corresponding to each raypath through the cell are used to invert for the attenuation parameter. To cover all of Cascadia, the 1-square-degree cell bounds are shifted in 0.1 ∘ latitude or longitude increments along the entire margin. Because many cells near edges of the study region are sparse, we set a threshold of a minimum of 500 raypaths for the inversion in each cell. We invert for C2 in each cell to find a spatially varying attenuation term, over the full frequency band of 1-10 Hz.
Results
Overall, we find a median C2 = 0.00551 for the entire data set in the full 1-to 10-Hz bandwidth. For reference, in Cascadia, Baltay and Beroza (2013) found C2 = 0.00647 using PGA of tremor. It is worth noting that our tremor source region extends much farther south through Oregon compared to that study. Additionally, we estimate hypocentral depths using the McCrory et al. 
Frequency Dependence of Attenuation
The region with latitude bounds 45-49 ∘ affords the best coverage of stations close to tremor epicenters in Cascadia (Figure 1 ), so we use data within this region to analyze frequency dependence of the attenuation parameter. Inversion in each frequency band 1-3, 2-6, and 3-9 Hz shows that C2 increases with frequency, in a manner consistent with existing models of attenuation in Cascadia (Table 1 and Figure 3 ). For the 1-to 3-Hz data set we find C2 = 0.00420; for 2-6 Hz, C2 = 0.00544; and for 3-9 Hz, C2 = 0.00788. Q is often represented as Q = Q 0 f , where typically 0 ≤ ≤ 1 ( = 0 implies a frequency-independent attenuation; e.g., Aki, 1980; Atkinson & Mereu, 1992 Shen et al. (2013) . Our values for C2 in each frequency band (1-3, 2-6, and 3-9 Hz) correspond to Q ranges of 219-657, 338-1015, and 350-1,051, respectively. Atkinson and Boore (1997) used a stochastic point source model to find the attenuation parameter (C4 in their study) and Q(f ) = 380f 0.39 , whereas Atkinson (1995) used regression analysis to find Q(f ) = 263f 0.49 for lower crustal and intraslab earthquakes (20 km < depth < 30 km) and Q(f ) = 174f 0.58 for shallow crustal earthquakes (depth ≤ 10 km). Both studies utilized intraslab and crustal earthquakes of moderate to large magnitudes (M w ∼ 3 − 8). Fatehi and Hermann (2008) also employed regression analysis to fit Q(f ) = 280f 0.55 in Cascadia using peak-ground velocity amplitudes of predominantly crustal earthquakes of magnitude M > = 3. Our data estimates for Q using tremor lie between the Q(f ) relations for all three studies (Figure 3 ).
Spatial Variation of Attenuation
Our results show significant spatial variability in seismic wave attenuation in Cascadia, primarily along strike (Figure 4) . Due to the narrow station and data distribution which is limited to the tremor source region of 25-to 45-km depth, we only interpret along-strike variations in C2. We consider three general regions, calculating the median C2 value within each. The attenuation parameter reaches its highest values (i.e., greatest 10.1029/2018GL079344 attenuation and thus smallest Q) in northern Cascadia from ∼47-49 ∘ latitude, with a median value of C2 = 0.00667 (standard deviation = 0.0094; supporting information Figure S1 ). The attenuation parameter decreases within latitudes 43-47 ∘ in central Cascadia, with a median of C2 = 0.00279 (standard deviation = 0.0066), then increases again in southern Oregon (median C2 = 0.00723, standard deviation = 0.011). A two-sample t test at a 5% significance level demonstrates that the northern Cascadia and southern Oregon regions come from distributions with different means from central Cascadia, that is, the regions have statistically significant differences in C2. While many stations in Washington state and Vancouver Island are very close to tremor epicenters, the station distribution becomes increasingly sparse in central and southern Oregon and northern California, where the closest recordings are at a minimum of 60-70 km for some stations (supporting information Figure S2 ). Consequently, results for C2 are more variable in southern Cascadia.
We estimate model uncertainties by performing a bootstrap test (Efron & Tibshirani, 1993) . We first generate 100 new data sets by resampling the original tremor data set with replacement, then reinvert for C2 in each 1-square-degree cell along the entire Cascadia margin for each resampled data set. Standard deviations are computed from the C2 values from all 100 data sets (Figure 4b ). Values are lowest from latitudes 44-49, where station coverage and tremor density are highest.
Discussion
In the results section we demonstrated that tectonic tremor can be used in a ground motion framework to estimate spatial variations in and the frequency dependence of crustal attenuation in Cascadia. To ascertain whether variations in or Q are primarily responsible for our observed variations in C2, we take representative values of for the north, central, and southern regions using the shear wave velocity model of Shen et al. (2013) . Using representative values of C2 for each region and the definition of C2 from section 3.1, we find that variations in alone are insufficient to account for apparent variations in C2; differences in Q along the Cascadia forearc are required. We also find that C2 generally increases with frequency in a manner that is consistent with the findings of previous studies that employed different sources (Table 1) . Hence, nonvolcanic tremor and other small magnitude sources may be beneficial in estimating regional GMPE parameters.
Crustal attenuation of seismic waves is largely controlled by fluid content and rock permeability (Mavko & Nur, 1979; Mitchell, 1995; Winkler & Nur, 1979) . The presence of fluids in crustal rocks affects attenuation due to relative motion between fluids that occupy pore space and the solid matrix, resulting in viscous dissipation of energy (Mavko & Nur, 1979; O'Connell & Budiansky, 1977) . Thus, rock permeability controls the ability of fluids to move between pore spaces, and increased permeability enhances shear energy losses by allowing fluid flow (Mavko & Nur, 1979) . Laboratory experiments on dry rock generally find frequency-independent Q, and with the addition of fluids, attenuation is greatly increased and stronger frequency dependence is observed (Knopoff, 1964; Winkler & Nur, 1982) . Because we observe frequency-dependent C2, and differences in C2 are largely controlled by differences in Q, the variations in C2 along the margin likely reflect differences in fluid content in the forearc.
It is well established that Cascadia is segmented with north, central, and southern sections that are physically distinct. This segmentation is present in the upper mantle velocity structure (Bodmer et al., 2018) , variations in plate coupling (Schmalzle et al., 2014) , and density and recurrence intervals of nonvolcanic tremor and ETS events, respectively (Boyarko & Brudzinski, 2010; Brudzinski & Allen, 2007) , along-strike extent of megathrust earthquakes (Goldfinger et al., 2012) , lithology (Trehu et al., 1994) , and topography. Our results show that this segmentation also manifests in the forearc attenuation structure. We find that areas of high attenuation (i.e., north of latitude ∼47 ∘ , south of latitude ∼43 ∘ ; Figure 4a ) correspond to regions with increased tremor density and frequency of ETS recurrence (Brudzinski & Allen, 2007) . Various structural controls on fluid mobility through the forearc crust have been proposed to explain along-strike variations in ETS behavior (Audet et al., 2009; Audet & Burgmann, 2014; Hyndman et al., 2015; Wells et al., 2017) . Of relevance to our results are the findings of Hansen et al. (2012) , who used teleseismic receiver functions in four different locations along the Cascadia forearc to estimate ratios of compressional P wave velocity to shear S wave velocity
, which are a function of the Poisson ratio and thought to reflect fluid content. They find that the Siletz terrane in central Cascadia has higher in central Cascadia relative to northern and southern Cascadia. We attribute this apparent inconsistency to the disparate frequency contents employed in each study (1-10 Hz, as opposed to 0.03-0.5 Hz; Hansen et al., 2012) , which are sensitive to different length scales. As such, our analysis should be sensitive to smaller-scale structure. If this interpretation is correct, variations in attenuation determined from tremor may arise from a localized fluid source within the crust, possibly controlled by variable structural properties of the crustal forearc along strike (e.g., Audet & Burgmann, 2014; Hyndman et al., 2015; Wells et al., 2017) . Furthermore, our results lend support to the notion that along-strike variations in crustal fluid distribution exert a key control on the occurrence of ETS.
Conclusions
By applying the inversion method of Baltay and Beroza (2013) using tremor amplitudes, we determine a regionally varying attenuation parameter in Cascadia, with lower average values in central Cascadia relative to those above latitude ∼47 ∘ and south of latitude ∼43 ∘ . We consider the possibility that spatial variations are a manifestation of varying crustal fluid content throughout Cascadia, although we are not able to determine the relative importance of different physical factors. In addition, we see a dependence of the attenuation parameter with frequency, in accordance with existing attenuation parameters in GMPEs developed for Cascadia. Consistency of our average and frequency-dependent attenuation values with those in existing GMPEs in Cascadia validates the use of tremor for improvements in ground motion modeling. This can be very helpful in regions such as Cascadia where moderate-to-large earthquakes are sparse and thus observational constraints on attenuation are lacking. Finally, the results of this study can be integrated with other geophysical findings to elucidate the relationship between physical properties of the forearc and earthquake behavior in Cascadia, which is imperative for understanding subduction zone seismogenesis and resulting implications for hazard assessment.
